
236 mL / 8 Fl Oz.

Removes Tarnish

Cleans and Shines
Long Lasting Protection
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A Maine Tradition

BRASS &
COPPER POLISH
Important: Shake Well

Parker and Bailey products originated when Mr. Bailey, a
respected furniture maker joined forces with Mr. Parker, a
manufacturer of fine waxes and polishes. A small container
of Parker’s Perfect Polish was included with each furniture
sale. Customers kept returning for more, which gave Parker
the idea to join forces and package the products for everyone.
So in 1879, Parker and Bailey began producing fine furniture
care products in Maine. These basic, traditional formulas,
tried and tested for over a hundred years, have a dedicated
following among furniture restorers and antique experts alike.
Use Parker and Bailey’s Brass & Copper Polish on beds,
lamps railings, serving dishes, utensils, door knobs and
more. This gentle formula is safe to use on antique and
modern surfaces and will not scratch. It removes spots,
stains, discoloration, and tarnish and will leave behind a
brilliant shine. The anti-tarnish ingredients ensure a long
lasting polished appearance.
DIRECTIONS: SHAKE WELL. Remove seal under cap
before use. Pour a small amount of polish onto a clean,
soft, dry cloth and apply to surface. Rub until a black residue
appears on the cloth. Buff with a clean dry cloth for a brilliant
shine. Repeat if necessary.
CAUTION:
Read label before use. Keep out of reach of children. Do
not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Contains
Methenamine 3-chloroallylochloride. May produce an
allergic reaction. Contains less than 5% Nonionic
surfactants. Contains less than 5% preservatives
(Quaternium-15 and Methenamine). Dispose of contents
and container in accordance with all local, regional, national
and international regulations.
Imported By: Lakeland
Alexandra Buildings, Windermere, Cumbria, UK, LA23 1BQ
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